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MARKET SITUATION
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fig. 1.1 Vivienne westwood, 2017

fig. 1.2 Vivienne westwood, 2017

In many peoples eyes, Vivienne Westwood is seen as somewhat
royalty within fashion. Her journey started when she teamed
up with her partner at the time, Malcolm McLaren, opening
the store “Let it Rock” on King street in 1971 (Vivienne
Westwood, 2017). Although remaining in the same location,
the store went through a couple of rebrands including “Too
Fast to Live, Too Young to Die” (Vivienne Westwood, 2017) and
eventually became “Worlds End” in 1980 of which it remains
today.
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Westwood created a uniform for the street. During the Punk revolution of the 70’s young people where
rebelling against the officials and living their lives the way they wanted to. Dame Vivienne Westwood reacted
to the reaction on the street and connected with it. She made clothes that reflected the street and became the
designer of choice for the Punk generation.
There is a debate nowadays regarding subculture and whether there is one in todays society. Some say that the
streetwear culture of today, also known as hype beast, are that of a subculture. The clothes and brands that
they champion such as Supreme, Palace and Vetements are the focus that brings this subculture together. Dick
Hebdige, in his 1979 book “Subculture: The Meaning of Style” discusses how humble objects can be magically
appropriated; stolen by subcultural groups and made to carry ‘secret’ meanings which express, in code, a form
of resistance”. Hebdige uses the safety pin within the era of punk as an example of this. This theory could also
be used in todays streetwear scene as simple slogan t shirts and even house bricks (Supreme, 2016) are seen as
gold dust within the community and sold online for thousands of pounds, almost like they have a secret worth
that only the streetwear subculture know about.

Vivienne Westwood started by reacting to the streets culture
and creating a uniform for it. Viv aims to take the iconic British
brand back to these routes.
With the next range for Vivienne Westwood, “Viv” aims to take the brand back to the beginning. It aims to create
a uniform for the streets of today. Through research, explained further on in this booklet, streetwear is the
uniform of the youth and is set to stay around for many years to come (WGSN, 2017). Sticking with the old and
current theme of Vivienne Westwood, Viv is to be designed and manufactured with British Heritage within the
forefront. Fabrics will consist of the likes of Tweed, Tartan, Herringbone and Dogtooth whilst still maintaining
the classic and timeless Westwood style. The capsule collection will be middle market in line with Vivienne
Westwood’s diffusion brands. According to business of fashion’s year in review, the middle market space was
the top performer along with value outperforming other market levels by 1.0 - 1.5%. They state that what
drives this market is uniqueness and the need of a household name; one example of this is Vivienne westwood.

fig. 1.4 highsnobiety 2017
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mintel 2017

instagram 2017

instagram 2017
Looking at designer fashions position within the industry and market, Vivienne Westwood is said to have an appeal in terms of
differentiation being described as ‘cutting edge’. Alexander Mcqueen is placed in the same category as Westwood, a brand who is
again known for not conforming to the norm (Mintel, 2015). Some of the challenges Westwood may face surrounds the uncertainty
and shifts within the global economy and the online presence of her brand. Online channels, however, may also be seen as a huge
opportunity for Vivienne Westwood as she is yet to test the waters on its full potential. Looking on instagram Westwood has just
over one million followers whereas Alexander Mcqueen (who is seen as the same category according to research conducted by
Mintel) has 5.3 million showing how the brand hasn’t yet invested enough time in this crucial marketing space. Viv will take a 80/20
approach to social media (Forbes, 2014 - 1) meaning 80% of content is dedicated to inspire the audience and get them talking about
the brand, with only 20% being dedicated to actually selling product.
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fig. 1.5 clement 2017
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Over the past couple of years we have seen various luxury, high end
fashion brands collaborate with streetwear brands to create a
fusion of luxury street. Looking at the success of this may show
a reflection on how the high end brand of Vivienne Westwood will
deem in the streetwear market.
The internet went into frenzy when Louis Vuitton announced the
locations of their 6 pop up shops stocking the garments of the
supreme collaboration. 7,500 people queued in Tokyo, 2,000 in London
and 1,500 in Sydney the following day. News of this collaboration
wasn’t just huge news in the world of fashion, it was huge news in
popular culture and made world wide mainstream press (Business
of Fashion, 2017).
Not only was this a turning point for Louis Vuitton, who before
realising the selling power of supreme were in a two year legal
battle with them over misuse of LV’s logo, it was a turning point for
luxury fashion. This was a risk that paid off. Finally a luxury brand
is listening to the street and the ‘trickle up effect was clearly
shown. Louis Vuitton’s web traffic went up by 16,800% as a result
of the collaboration and was obviously featured on streetwear
favourite sites such as highsnobiety.com and hypebeast.com whilst
Virgil Abloh, designer behind the catwalk brand ‘Off-White’ called
the collaboration “the most modern moment in fashion that existed
in our current time” (Guardian, 2017)

fig. 1.6 indi magazine 2017

Supreme X Louis Vuitton, luxury meeting street
kick stated a trend of its own with Tommy Hilfiger
partnering up with Vetements and Burberry with Gosha
Rubshinski. This is a clear reflection of how the tables
of fashion are slowly shifting and the power of trends
being somewhat back on the streets. With this come
incredible market potential. The majority of these
collaborations are done through a capsule collection,
something of which will be carried over to ‘Viv.’. This
allows the collection to be exciting and unique to the
consumer, something customer look for, according to
Verdict (Verdict, 2016) whilst not diluting the overall
image of each brand separately, or in the instance of
‘Viv.’, Vivienne Westwood’s main label. Looking at prices,
there is no way Louis Vuitton would put out a T-shirt
for £60 (you are talking more around the £400 mark),
but when in collaboration, it is somewhat acceptable
for the luxury brand to do this, allowing their product
to reach a wider audience and more importantly, that
streetwear subculture.

fig. 1.7 Burberry 2017
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Like the majority of streetwear collections, “Viv.” will be genderless collection of
includes stereotypically male clothing garments such as t shirts, flight pants and bomber
jackets. This doesn’t, however mean that women cannot wear them. Following the findings
of Mintel, it is evident that women wear mens clothes not because they want to be a man
or to challenge stereotypes, but because they want to feel comfortable, powerful and
more than anything, sexy (Mintel, 2016). Looking at the menswear market, over the part
couple of years there has been a huge uprise in metrosexuality and gone have the days of
it being an embarrassment for men to follow fashion. This may be a contributing factor to
the market growing twice as fast as womenswear, rising by 2.8% in 2016 compared to the
1.3% for womenswear (Mintel, 2017)

mintel 2017

VIV.

mintel 2017
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louis vuitton , 2017

gucci, 2017

that streetwear is genderless something that would be drawn on through promotional
activity. Last year high street giant Zara released their genderless range which made
worldwide press with some saying it was a good thing, and others saying that the range
was “plain” and something that just wasn’t needed. Viv. wont need to explain that men
or women can wear the range due to the target consumer already understanding that.
Previous events such as Gucci putting feminine bows on the mens runway collection and
Jaden Smith fronting a Louis Vuitton womenswear campaign have allowed younger fashion
conscious individuals to understand that gender is no longer a huge separation in the
world of clothing. (the independent, 2017)
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Something that have seen highlighted in most reports on mintel and passport
and may bring an insight into why streetwear is at an all time high at the
moment, is that men are wanting unique pieces. It isn’t enough for a brand
to sell clothes just off the fact of it being part of that brand, men want
uniqueness through the designs. A way to do this is to follow a similar model
to streetwear with their capsule collections and date-unknown ‘drops’
allowing brands to keep their current image whilst also catering for those
who want something different and unique (highsnobiety, 2017)
Looking at the market situation, there is a gap in the streetwear scene for
a totally British brand. A brand that already has a following due to being
under the umbrella of Westwood but is loud and proud about its British
heritage. Other brands, as explained further in the document, are either USA
or foreign country of origin and the few British streetwear brands that are
current, such as ‘palace’ are not in the category of high end streetwear that
‘Viv.’ is.
On the graph below, “Viv.” would be placed around toward the top of the
premium spectrum, in line with the likes of house of Fraser, just above Ted
Baker and in like with Zara regarding youth.

The market gap for a young, premium streetwear brand is defiantly there. That,
in conjunction with strong branding and promotional activity surrounding
Vivienne Westwood means ‘VIV.’ Has potential to be a success. According to
business of fashion, generation Z and millennial will boost the market by
£290 billion making them accountable for 45 percent of sales. Streetwear is
a huge lifestyle trend for that target consumer group meaning “Viv.” Has high
potential for doing well.

mintel 2017
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“As such, true streetwear seems
not to exist in the products that
represent it, nor in the styles
that come and go under its
name. Instead, streetwear is an
action, or perhaps even a pact
between its past and future:
to consistently reveal a new
skin, if only slightly different
from the last, to ward off
contamination and slip quietly
onto
new
paths
of
discovery.”
- Alex G. Brown is a fashion and entertainment writer based in Toronto. Her work
explores the daily intersection of fashion and pop culture.
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TREND
RESEARCH
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Streetwear is currently a major trend especially
within men’s fashion. Urban streetwear has become a
$300 billion international business that is projected to
grow annually. Global data says that 41 percent of men
wear sportswear on a daily basis, not just for sports
anymore and this is increasing year on year. Brand name
also doubled in importance amongst men 11.6 percent
last year versus 22 percent this year and is forecasted
to increase next year. Streetwear has gone from being
an urban leisure to being used on every catwalk. From
high fashion to fast fashion, they all want a slice of the
streetwear market. For my trend research, I began by
looking at trending materials, colour and key garments
for this year’s streetwear trend. I researched about
different materials that could be used for the streetwear
items. As this is for the Vivienne Westwood collection
the consumer would want better quality. Cotton and
nylon appeared to be the best materials to use for this
collection as consumers are looking for items with “the
perfect blend of function and fashion, enabling seamless

movement from work to play.” According to WGSN. With
this the consumer demands items such as jackets that are
multifunctional with built in pockets and with a modular
design. From this, I researched the key garment pieces
that are in trend. The basic tee with slacktiviat slogans
on, and anti conformiat statements with a political
undercurrent. Balenciaga has used this recently on the
catwalk. The cap is another key accessory within the
trend. Flight pants are another key garment within the
streetwear market. This garment is seen to be one of the
hottest new trends in menswear, according to industry
experts. The cap is a great accessory to incorporate, as
it is rare an accessory attracts such a wide variety of
consumer. For example the two celebrity consumers,
Rihanna and Jeremy Corbyn. This has been a feature on
catwalks this year. For example, Marc Jacobs 2017 Ready
to Wear catwalk. Vivienne Westwood herself is seen to be
a controversial individual who keeps everyone talking. It
is essential that we communicate this through her new
streetwear collection.
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The MA1 Bomber Jacket is a streetwear
item that is now seen on our catwalk
especially in 2017 in collections such
as Kanye West’s Yeezy Collection, Calvin
Klein, Burberry London, Diesel and Dolce
and Gabbana. This encourages the see
now, buy now concept. This product is
now high in demand. This item was first
a military jacket developed in 1958 by
Dobbs Industries. Initially produced
in cotton, but later produced in high
quality nylon. MA1 jackets have become
popular worldwide, especially in the
US, Japan and the UK. Many American
manufacturer,
formally
military
contractors now produce a variety of
colours in addition to the traditional.
This jacket is multifunctional, therefore
fitting the consumers demands according
to WGSN. The jacket became popular in
the 1970’s from the subculture punks
who began to wear this item as a fashion
statement. Exposure in magazines such as
The Face and i-D magazine made this item
a fashion item that everybody wanted to
wear. Although this item was originally
designed for World War I pilots, it
reappeared in the mid-1990’s grunge era
worn over a slip dresses. This autumn,
the bomber has made a comeback again,
as seen at Givenchy, YSL and Balmain.
“Designers combined its voluminous
shape with fitted pencil skirts and sleek
trousers and dresses for a look that is
modern and sexy.” This item allows the
collaboration between catwalk fashion
and streetwear fashion to come together
in one outfit. According to Google,
searches for bombers—which were

already shooting upward in 2016—were
up 297 percent in the UK year over year in
2017, and a whopping 612 percent here in
the U.S. T And not only are searches up on
the jacket as a seasonal item, they’re up
year-round, meaning it’s about style as
much as it is utility. This means that this
item is sustainable and will have a longlife span as there is an ongoing demand
for this product.
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To find what colour we were
going to incorporate I looked
for the colour palette and
fabrics that are in trend
and that are forecasted to
trend according to WGSN. This
enabled us to choose from
this the colours that will be
sustainable, so our collection
has a long lifespan. Red has
dominated in 2017. Burgundy
and wine colour has been
used excessively in this
year’s catwalks. Alexander
McQueen, Alluzzara, Chloe,
Christopher
Kane
and
Delopozo have all used this
colour in their catwalks.
“Scarlet has a vibrancy
that plays into the upbeat
tastes of the LATAM market,
particularly for casual
wear. It can be used to
upgrade simple pieces with a
sense of luxury, and works
well across menswear and
womenswear”. (WGSN LATAM
Colour A/W 17/18 Infusion).
Khaki is making a comeback
with military, safari and more
innotive style fluid. Shiny,
galactic silver has also been
seen frequently on this year’s
catwalk. Along with pop art
yellows and loud orange.

and is essential in the youth
scene market sector. There
have been large proportions
of light colours (whites),
faux blacks, with red tints.
“We have seen red increase
dramatically on the catwalk
year on year from 2016 to
2017” says Lizzy Bowring
(Head of Catwalks at WGSN)
Looking at the future, red
will always be part of the
colour mix, but will emerge in
different tones and will have
a different presence every
season. This means that this
is a good colour to use as it
will not become an outdated
colour and the consumer will
continue to buy items within
the range even after the
season.
for WGSN trend reference,
refer to appendices

We chose red as Vivienne
Westwood used this colour
a lot throughout her range.
Brands have begun to go
back to the basics of their
brand. “Returning the road
and its style to the heart
of their collections”. WGSN
describe the colour red as
a key colour within street
style, especially when
styled in a statement way
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Checks and Patterns within Menswear is driven by the youth subcultures. The patch patterns are driven on the catwalk by
the grungy street style. WGSN forecasts that it is expected that classic tartan will be filtering through into this trend.
Although, I have researched on a numerous amount of fashion brands online and they already have tartan within their
items. This demonstrates that this is already happening. To incorporate this into our theme we looked at the tartan pattern,
Prince of Wales Check and Tweed. Tartan is arguably the best known cloth in the world. This is Scotland’s national costume.
This is linked with values of courage and hardiness. Throughout the twentieth century tartan retained its role as both
an internationally recognized symbol of “Scottishness” and as an attractive fashion textile. Tartan is currently widely
worn by Scots as Highland dress on formal occasions and also to sporting events. “Since the 1970s tartan has featured
in the subcultural dress of skin-heads, rockabillies, and punks, as well as being prominent in the work of international
designers such as Vivienne Westwood, Jean Paul Gaultier, and Alexander McQueen.”
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Plain T-Shirts, usually with anti-conformist slogans
are becoming increasingly in demand. This enables youth
subcultures to communicate their beliefs. I researched
into Demna Gnasalia who worked for the influential
label Vetements and now is the Creative Director
of Balenciaga. He is arguably responsible for the
nineties influenced fashion trend. Making anti fashion,
fashionable again leading the luxury luxe sportwear
revolution. He did this with the ‘DHL’ t-shirt in SS 16. This
basic unfashionable delivery driver tee, was put on the
Vetements catwalk and went on sale in the middle of
January at high-fashion retailers. . “Models, bloggers,
stylists and photographers made it an Instagram staple.
It spawned parody memes. Even Ken Allen, the chairman
of DHL, was photographed wearing the Vetements T-shirt
in March.” The hype quickly reached hysteria. It has now
in 2017, sold out at most retailers, despite being £185
and is still being requested to restock. This began the
interest in youth subculture fashion such as slogan
text on plain tees.
In terms of materials, the consumer wants materials
that offer “sophistication and performance”. Synthetic
fabrics such as nylon are within this forecast, as well
as natural materials such as cotton. The consumer also
demands a product and material that is multifunctional,
and these materials provide that. Cotton is able to
control moisture, insulate, provide comfort and it is
also hypoallergenic, weatherproof and is a durable
fabric. Nylon also is also popular for this reason as
it is abrasion resistant, lightweight, has insulating
properties and can be pre-coloured or dyed in a wide
range of colours. This material will also work well as
we would potentially need to dye the material. Textile
technological advances has meant that we can now take
natural fabrics to the next level; marrying synthetic
yarns with natural ones, combining eco-friendly fibres
with performance materials, then you will start to
understand what these fabrics are all about.
In the early 1970s, Vivienne Westwood and her boyfriend,
Malcolm McLaren, made the ultimate anti-fashion
statement by introducing punk to the UK. “Streetwear
brands took inspiration from DIY aesthetic of punk”.
Their King’s Road boutique, SEX, sold fetish-wear and
Westwood’s own designs, and was frequented by Sid
Vicious of the Sex Pistols, Siouxsie Sioux, and Adam Ant.
Over the years, Westwood and McLaren, the Sex Pistol’s
manager, collected endless memorabilia from the
punk revolution. Last year, on the 40th anniversary of
Anarchy In UK Vivienne Westwood and her son Joseph Corre

by Malcolm Mclaren, deliberately set blaze to millions
($6 millions) of dollars’ worth of punk memorabilia
in protest against music and fashion becoming a
‘marketing tool.’ Brands are now seen as going back
to their roots and culture and by incorporating punk
into our collection, this bring back the culture of punk
that was started by Vivienne herself. On the spring 2017
men’s runways. In Paris, Kris Van Assche of Dior Homme
based his collection on the punk youth he encountered
in Antwerp, but with a modern twist. Van Assche’s
rebel punks donned ripped, sleeveless black and white
checked shirts with suspenders trailing off at the sides
over loose black trousers, and purposefully chipped
black nail polish.
Taking all these trends into consideration, we will
create a collection that is sustainable and what the
consumers will desire for the longevity.
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Competition
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INTRODUCTION TO COMPETITION
This section explores competitors for
Vivienne Westwood as a luxury readyto-wear designer, as well as, analysing
Westwood’s competitors in the mid-market
for the proposed streetwear diffusion line
“VIV”. Looking at these competitors will
ensure that the diffusion line proposed
will be successful in terms of products,
pricing, store location and promotional
activity; therefore, achieving the positive
outcome imagined.
fig. 4a.1 MILLER 2017

luxury ready-to-wear competitors
In gathering information on Vivienne
Westwood’s direct competitors; Alexander
McQueen and Stella McCartney; has enabled
an in-depth analysis to be carried out inorder to compare the companies parallels
and differences. Alexander McQueen and
Vivienne Westwood equally stand out in
their own rights yet share cutting-edge
qualities (Designer Fashion, 2015). Stella
McCartney share the same pricing strategies
and awareness of luxury sustainability as
Vivienne Westwood. Throughout this section
factors of each competing brand such as
Retail Price, Products on offer, Sizes available,
Labels / Packaging, Country of Origin, Visual
Merchandising, Promotional Campaigns, Social
Media, will be researched in-order to produce
a clear understanding for the dynamic of
the new street wear diffusion label, VIV.

fig 4a.2 HARROLDS 2017
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Alexander McQueen sells a large range of
products. Garments include: Jacket & Coats,
Dresses, Knitwear, Tops & T-shirts, Pants &
jeans, Skirts and Suits. When shopping in
Alexander McQueen customers have become
accustomed to seeing perfectly hung,
seasonal items. Stocks are around for
the delegated season because alexander
McQueen is renowned for good quality,
innovative, investment pieces for their
consumer. This is one of the reasons why
the designer is Vivienne Westwood’s main
competitor (Alexander McQueen | Designer
Fashion and Luxury Clothing, 2017).

fig 4a.4 alexander mcqueen 2017

THE chart SUGGESTS THAT ALEXANDER
MCQUEEN’S DRESSES ARE THE MOST EXPENSIVE
ITEM THAT THEY SELL, JACKETS & COATS BEING THE
SECOND MOST PRICEY ITEM. THE HIGHEST PRICE
GARMENT ON THE ALEXANDER MCQUEEN WEBSITE
IS A DRESS FOR £32,700. THIS IS MORE EXPENSIVE
THAN ANY GARMENT STELLA MCCARTNEY OR
VIVIENNE WESTWOOD SELL ON THEIR WESBITES.

fig 4a.5 alexander mcqueen 2017

fig 4a.3 alexander mcqueen 2017
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Primary Research in Selfridges, Manchester
and alexander mcqueen, london, suggested that
some if not all of Alexander McQueen’s products
are produced in Italy. ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
INCLUDES LOTS OF INFORMATION ON THEIR labels
INCLUDING: SIZE, REFERENCE NUMBER, CATAGORY
STYLE and FABIRC. THE INSIDE OF THE LABEL ALSO HAS
A SMALL BARCODE. SOME PRODUCTS HAVE SPECIAL
MESSAGES INSIDE OF THEM ABOUT THE CRAFT BEHIND
THE GARMENT as seen on (figure 4a.6).

GARMENTS PURCHASED TEND TO COME IN A BLANK
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN LOGO CARD BAG WITH BLACK
TISSUE PAPER INSIDE, SHOES / BAGS COME IN BLACK
LOGO DUST BAGS. THIS SHOWS THAT MCQUEEN
TREAT THEIR CUSTOMERS WITH LUXURY TREATMENT
CONSIDERING THEY PAY LUXURY PRICES.

fig 4a.6 KLEKT 2017

PRIMARY RESEARCH SELFRIDGES, MANCHESTER

primary research alexander mcqueen, london
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BRAND
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

QUANITITY WHERE
55

EUROPE (11)
-UNITED KINGDOM: LONDON (2)
-AUSTRIA: VIENNA (1)
-FRANCE: PARIS (3)
-ITALY: MILAN (2)
-MONACO (1)
-RUSSIA: MOSCOW (2)
AMERICA (6)
-TEXAS: DALLAS (1)
-NEVADA: LAS VEGAS (1)
-CALIFORNIA: LOS ANGELES (1) & SAN FRANCISCO (1)
-FLORIDA: MIAMI (1)
-NEW YORK (1)

AS SHOWN IN FIG 4A.7 ALEXANDER MCQUEEN HAS STORES
IN PLACES ALL OVER THE WORLD, ASIA HAVING THE MOST.
PRIMARY RESEARCH ON VISUAL MERCHANDISING HAS
BEEN DONE IN SELFRIDGES, MANCHESTER aswell as
the alexander mcqueen store in london. from
this primary research it has become obvious that
mcqueen like to stick to their white, greys and
marbles. this gives the stores a luxury feel and the
garments a sense of importance and exclusivity.

ASIA (40)
-UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: DUBAI (3)
-AZERBAIJAN: BAKU (1)
-CHINA (16)
-JAPAN (9): OSAKA
-KUWAIT (1)
-MALAYSIA: KUALA LUMPUR (1)
-PHILIPPINES: MANILA (2)
-QATAR: DOHA (1)
-SAUDI ARABIA: JEDDAH (1)
-SINGAPORE (3)
-SOUTH KOREA: SEOUL (1)
-TURKEY: INSTANBUL (1)
FIG 4A.7 MCQUEEN STORE LOCATOR 2017

FIG 4A.8 MCQUEEN 2017

alexander mcqueen store, london

alexander mcqueen visual merchandising, london
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“It’s about dressing women and how a piece makes them feel. As soon
as you put a McQueen jacket on, you stand differently because it has
a waist and it has a shoulder and it makes you feel empowered.”
– Sarah Burton, Creative Director (Alexander McQueen | Designer Fashion and Luxury Clothing, 2017).

Alexander McQueen offer a sizing service on their website
where you type in your height and weight and they tell
you what size they recommend you should purchase.
You can also reserve clothes in store via the website.
McQueen provide a range of delivery services: Standard
shipping (4 – 6 days) – Complimentary, Express shipping
(1-3 Days) -£20, Cash on delivery supplement - £5,
Saturday Shipping, Pick up in store – complimentary.
You can return an online order within 14 days
of the delivery date using A pre-paid UPS label,
EXCHANGES ARE ALSO EXCEPTED FREE OF CHARGE.

Alexander mcqueen is a cutting-edge luxury designer well
known for its unique and memorable designs. Mcqueen have a
strong corporate image and are globally known. They cater
for women, men and kids this opens their target market
massively. The customer of mcqueen feel exclusive and get
luxury services from the company. Sarah burton since joining
in 2000 is reaching a wider market with her new designs.

Live chat is available Monday-Saturday 9am-7pm, you
can also call them the same days and times. THERE IS
AN option to email somebody representing the company
and they aim to reply within 24 hours (Alexander
McQueen | Designer Fashion and Luxury Clothing, 2017).

On the other hand, mcqueen is a very expensive brand
and isn’t affordable to many markets. There are only
two stores in the UK which are both in London, Mcqueen
does have concessions in Selfridges HOWEVER. (Alexander
McQueen | Designer Fashion and Luxury Clothing, 2017).

figure 4a.10 rebillat 2017
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Alexander McQueen uses THESE popular
social media sites: Instagram, Twitter and
Facebook. McQueen uses the online platforms
to promote new seasons AND TO SHOW celebrity
endorsements. McQueen uses the brands logo
as their profile picture across all their sites,
THEIR INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT has the most followers
with an impressive 5.3 Million, more than their
twitter follows and Facebook likes combined.
McQueen’s AW17 campaign is set in the extreme
landscape of Iceland. “Drawing parallels
with the mystical landscape of Cornwall,
the inspiration behind the collection, Iceland
provides a duality between the rugged and the
romantic.” (Alexander McQueen | Designer
Fashion and Luxury Clothing, 2017) This campaign
is made up of black & white imagery as well as SOME
colored images mainly with a red Colour scheme.

FIG 4A.12 INSTAGRAM 2017

FIGURE 4A.11 WOMEN’S AW17 CAMPAIGN 2017
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Stella McCartney sells many Ready-to-wear products including:
Coats & Jackets, Knitwear, Dresses, T-shirts, Sweatshirts, Shirts, Tops,
Trousers, Skirts and All in ones. McCartney also sells Accessories
such as Sunglasses, Jewellery, Scarves, Gloves, Bags, Keyrings, Belts
and Hats. Researching on her website shows that she stocks many
sizes in clothing and shoes which opens her customer base massively
in comparison to a company that only has half of the sizes she has
(McCartney 2017).
the most expensive Stella McCartney item is a £3,145 dress; this is
not bad for a ready-to-wear luxury designer of her status. the chats
suggest that across all McCartney’s products there are cheaper and
more expensive alternatives.
fig 4a.15 mccartney 2017

fig 4a.13 MCCARTNEY 2017

FIG 4A.14 MCCARTNEY 2017
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the picture of the black and white print coat was taken in
Selfridges, Manchester. the coat has a stella McCartney tag on
as well as a Selfridges tag, the designer tag is attached by some
string, the tag is a cream colour with the dotted logo on. the actual
tag doesn’t contain much information, it contains: a barcode,
price, size, product code and two other unrecognised codes.
the purchased items come in a luxury logo bag with black ribbon
handles, shoes and bags will also come with their own logo dust
bag. McCartney packaging has a luxury and ethical feel about it.

primary research in selfridges, manchester
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brand

quantity

where

stella mccartney

98

europe (27)
-united kingdom (11): manchester, london,
chelsea
-azerbaijan: baku (1)
-spain: barcelona (1), madrid (1)
-denmark: copenhagen (1)
-italy (4): milan, rome, florence
-Russia: moscow (2)
-france: paris (5)
-sweden: stockholm (1)
asia (45)
-turkey: instanbul (1)
-kazakhstan: almaty (1)
-japan (22): tokyo, osaka, fukuoaka,
hokkaido, yokohoma, nagoya
-thailand: bangkok (1)
-china (7): beijing, chengdu, hong kong,
shanghai
-lebanon: beirut (2)
-qatar: doha (1)
-united arab emirates: dubai (2)
-indonesia: jakarta (1)
-saudi arabia: jeddah (1), riyadh (1)
-kuwait (1): salmiya
-south korea: seoul (2)
-singapore (1)
-taiwan: taipei (1)

stella mccartney has many storers in
the uk, more than alexander mcqueen and
a similar amount to vivienne westwood.
WHILST DOING PRIMARY RESEARCH AT STELLA
MCCARTNEY in london IT BECAME APPARTENT
that mccartney aswell as mcqueen like
marble textures, which is associated to
luxury. the store has a homely feel where
as mcqueen did not. WHILST DOING SECONDARY
RESEARCH FOR STELLA MCCARTNEY all the
STORES LOOKED SIMILAR and carried a LIGHT
themed INTERIOR. THE STORES ARE ALL VERY
MINIMILSTIC AND STRAIGHT TO THE POINT BUT
ALSO CLASSY AND ELEGANT AT THE SAME TIME.

america (26)
-florida: bal harbour (1)
-california (6): costa mesa, los angeles,
palo alto, san francisco, walnut creek
-texas (2): dallas, houston
-nevada: las vegas (1)
-new york (14)
-canada: vancouver (1)
-puerto rico (1)

fig 4a.16 STORE LOCATOR - STELLA MCCARTNEY 2017
stella mccartney visual merchandising, london

stella mccartney visual merchandising, london
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“We are a vegetarian company committed to operating a
responsible and modern business.” – Stella McCartney
standard shipping is complimentary on all orders from
stella mccartney, you also have 14 days to return orders.
On the website, there is an online chat box which is available
Monday-Friday 9am-7pm. However, the past 2 weeks on the
website this option seems to be unavailable; This isn’t very
good from Stella mccartney. mccartney does provide the
option to email however for some people this isn’t quick
enough in this fast-paced fashion industry. this is not the
luxury customer service expected from a designer of
her status. This will be considered when proposing ‘VIV’.
fig 4a.18 Refinery 29 - Stella McCartney Campaign 2017
Stella McCartney offers sizing help on their website, they
ask for your height and weight and they will advise the
size that you should purchase (McCartney, 2017). This is
now expected form luxury designers as they are spending
so much on a product they don’t want to mess around with
sending them back and waiting for a replacement size.
McCartney values themselves as a sustainable company,
they take responsibility for the resources they use and
their impacts. Stella McCartney is the world’s first and
only vegetarian luxury brand; They don’t believe in animal
cruelty and that any animal should give their life for the
sake of fashion (McCartney, 2017). The materials and fabrics
used to create the eco-friendly garments for McCartney
come at a higher cost leading to a more expensive retail price
in comparison to some other luxury designers. McCartney
is also very expensive in comparison to Vivienne Westwood
(Mccartney, 2017). the designer’s eco-friendly and crueltyfree approach is paying off, she earnt more than £7.5 million
last year (Stella’s success as eco fashion drives up profit,
2017). The brand has many ‘Environmental Partners’ including:
Canopy, Center for Sustainable Fashion at University Arts
London, Ethical Trading Initiative, Wildlife Friendly Enterprise
Network and Wildlife Works etc… (McCartney, 2017).
Stella currently sells clothing for Women, Men and Kids;
This opens her target market massively rather than just
catering for one gender. However, some products produced
by Stella McCartney can only be purchased online and not
in store, this is an issue for people who like to physically
see and try on garments before they buy (mccartney, 2017).
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FIG 4A.19 Refinery 29 - Stella McCartney Campaign 2017
Stella McCartney uses a variety of social media
platforms including: Instagram, Facebook & Twitter.
The platforms all use the same recognisable logo as
the profile picture, all 3 accounts are used to show
case campaigns, new products and news based around
the designer. Instagram has the biggest following out
of McCartney’s social media platforms with 4 Million
followers.

FIG 4A.20 STELLA MCCARTNEY INSTAGRAM 2017

McCartney’s most recent campaign (the winter 2017),
explores classics in an effortless way, with soft
head-to-toe jersey tailoring in shades of shone, sand
and grey creating full silhouettes rich in detail
(McCartney, 2017). McCartney states that the brand
use innovative and recycled materials such as organic
cotton, sustainably-sourced viscose, recycled nylon
and cruelty-free Skin-free-skin. The campaign is shot
at outside man made locations on the eastern coast
of scotland. the campaign photographs have been used
as the twitter header, however the header for their
facebook page doesn’t seem to correlate to the current
campaign. mccartney should maybe consider linking
their current campaign and social media better, this
shall be taken into consideration when managing the
social media sites for ‘viv.’.
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mid-market streetwear competitors
Having assessed the competition for Vivienne
Westwood, the same information will be
correlated for the proposed line, ‘VIV’.
Contributing to 1980’s Punk youth culture by
providing an expressive outlet (Rotman, 2017),
VIV re-engages with the origin of rebellion and
individualistic street wear. Cultivating the same
emotions as a response to our political, social,
cultural and economic climate. Indicative of
the Punk movement, Grime is the Punk of today.
Emulating a similar aura, soft power like Grime
music directly influences street style, which is
why ‘VIV’ – the streetwear line, has been imagined
as a relevant addition within today’s market.
Luxury street-wear brands being the natural
progression from Vivienne Westwood, Hood By Air,
Off-White and Yeezy were seen as being our direct
competitors. Subsequently, the price points
highlighted a limited accessibility and would
mean being unobtainable for the majority of our
consumer base. Therefore, our direct competition
is Supreme and Noah. Comparing features of both
brands will begin to realise details and decisions
of the proposed street wear diffusion label, ‘VIV’.
off-white

yeezy

hood by air

hoody

£700

sweatshirt

£235

shirt

£306

sweatshirt

£395

cotton tee

£120

cotton tee

£231

bomber jacket

£1200+ cotton joggers

£220

trousers

£208

denim jacket

£790

puffer coat

£695

hoody

£479-£579

cotton tee

£215

parker coat

£1340

cotton joggers

£355

fig 4b.1 selfridges & far fetch 2017
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Understanding the features of
Supreme’s collection provides insight
into a street wear line. Producing
a limited amount of ready-to-wear,
in order to maintain exclusivity and
desirability (Sanchez,2016). When
Supreme’s anticipated drop arrives,
online and in-store stock sells out
within a matter of minutes. Projected
on UK male sizing, consumers can
choose from the sizes shown in the
chart (figure 4b.3 supreme, 2017).

product
jacket

size
s-xl

measurements
body length
(s/m/l/xl) Step erc
crewneck

tops / sweaters

s-xl

chest width
(s/m/l/xl) step arc
crewneck

sweatshirts

s-xl

sleeve length
(s/m/l/xl) step arc
crewneck

t-shirts

26 1/2, 27 5/8, 28
3/4, 30
22 1/2, 23 1/4, 24
3/8, 25 5/8.
33 1/8, 34 1/4, 35
3/8, 37

s-xl

pants

30inch - 36 inch waist
circumference

32 1/4, 34 1/4, 36
1/4, 38 1/4

(30,32,24,36) flight
pants

cap

one size

inseam length
(30,32,24,36) flight
pants

skate

N/A

27, 27 1/2, 28, 28
3/4

leg opening
7, 7 1/4, 7 1/2,
width (30,32,24,36) 7 3/4
flight pants

fig 4b.3 supreme 2017

item

lowest (£)

highest (£)

jacket

378

1098

tops / sweaters

78

78

sweatshirts

118

148

pants

99

798

t-shirt

25

48

hats

48

50
fig 4b.5 supreme 2017
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Carrying out research by means of
spending time in their Soho store,
London, it is evident that one of the key
brand signifiers for their Chinese and
American made clothing is their iconic
red label which underlays the white
Futura Bold Italic signature writing
of Barbara Kruger (Grant, 2013). This
logo is carried through the customer
journey from the signage outside, to
the bags sent away with customers.
Supreme has invested in only six
bricks-and- mortar sites globally
(Supreme,2017). Primarily residing in
Brooklyn since 1994, the simplicity of the
brands marketing is ever true. Submerged
into whatever surroundings, with the
exception of a black or white border,
Supreme developed its presence year after
year collaborating with pioneers, Louis
Vuitton, in Pop-Up shops in London, Sydney,
Paris and Seoul; asserting their brand
within previously uncharted markets.
Supreme can also be accessed via their
online store at www.supremenewyork.
com, which has engaged 12.45 million
visitors on desktops and mobiles in the
last six months (Similar Web, 2017).
LOCATION

YEAR

NEW YORK CITY

1994

DAIKANYAMA, TOKYO

1998

WESTERN OSAKA

1998

FUKUOKA

1998

LOS ANGELES

2004

HARAJUKU, TOKYO

2006

NAGOYA

2008

SOHO, LONDON

2011

SHIBUYA, TOKYO

2012

PARIS

2016
FIG 4B.7 SUPREME 2017
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SUPREME POSTING PRICES
GROUP A

£5 GROUP B

UNITED KINGDOM

£10 GROUP C

£15 GROUP D £30

BELGIUM

CZECH REPUBLIC

ICELAND

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

RUSSIA

GERMANY

BULGARIA

BELARUS

NORTHERN IRELAND

CROATIA

TURKEY

IRELAND

DENMARK

LUXEMBOURG

ESTONIA

MONACO

FINLAND

NETHERLANDS

GREECE
HUNGARY
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
NORWAY
POLAND
PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

FIG 4B.9 SUPREME 2017

SERVICES
SHIPPING

With an exception to Group D that is
shipped via Express Saver, all other
Supreme shipments are standard and
are not delivered to P.O. boxes. Dependant on the consumer location, their
Supreme delivery will arrive within
3-5 working days if placed before 4pm
in the UK. Within 5 business days in central Europe and all other countries
are estimated up to 10 business days.

RETURN POLICY

Supreme will gladly accept returns
and issue an on-line store credit or
refund the item. Items to be exchanged
must be returned in perfect, unworn,
new condition with all original tags
attached. Packages sent without
contacting us beforehand will not be
accepted. Note that you must ship the
item back to us within 14 calendar
days from the date you received the
product. All sales items are final and
cannot be refunded or exchanged.
For any returned items you will not be
refunded the original cost of shipping,
and you are responsible for the cost
of returning the item to us. Make sure
to use a reputable shipping company
with tracking information or proof of
postage, as we are not responsible for
lost or stolen packages.
Items may not be returned or
exchanged in person at any Supreme
store location.

CUSTOM DUTIES Standard UK VAT rate is charged to all
& EXPORT VAT orders within the European Union. This
is included in the prices displayed on
the site. For those countries that are
outside the EU, VAT will be removed
from the total of your order at the
checkout stage. Please note that for
those countries, you will be liable to
pay the country’s VAT as well as any
relevant import duties. Supreme assumes no responsibility in those packages held in customs if those charges
are not settled by the customer.

FIG 4B.10 SUPREME 2017
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To their eight million Instagram followers,
Supreme promote their latest North Face
collaboration. Contributing to their 1070 posts
(Instagram,2017), the three images depict their
Mountain Baltoro Jacket at different angles; that
are best to view the design. Supreme’s weekly
uploads announce features, up-and-coming
editorials, to draw attention to new stores
and physical promotional activity, as well as,
maintaining their lifestyle image. Supreme do
this over their Facebook page, that engages 1.8
million likers and followers (Facebook, 2017),
Twitter attracting 137,558 followers (Twitter,
2017) and with consumers Snapchatting their
location and experiences. Interestingly, Supreme’s
use of twitter is almost non-existent; joining in
December 2008 and only tweeting a Christmas
tree emoji once, seven years later. It seems that
the brand has preference for other platforms
such as Instagram; because it is said that newer
channels, especially Instagram, are better tools
to communicate to Millennials (DeMers, 2016).

Supreme is one of the leading streetwear brands in
the world, that has contributed to the dynamics in
which the culture that surrounds it works. Basing
their sizing solely on the male physique doesn’t
stop the many loyal consumers from buying into
their cultish brand. Nonetheless, in only catering
for this market they are inevitably losing a wider
spread of potential consumers buying into the
brand; which in turn could tally to a loss in likely
sales and profits. Supreme’s consumers have
grown with the brand and idolise it as if a higher
power. The brand does not need to venture into
many marketing tools as their consumer naturally
generates hype around their stock, product drops
and events for them. In becoming so accustomed
to this culture and perhaps with the aim to stay
as a niche, cult brand; Supreme are not utilising
the full potential of Social Media platforms. If
changed, they could enhance their relationship
with their consumers by involving them more
within their culture and world, completing the
desired lifestyle cycle. The streetwear brand has
delayed its global extension, especially in terms of
bricks-and-mortar sites across Europe. Emerging
within new thriving markets such as Asia, it is
likely that Supreme will continue in this fashion.
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‘Skate’ is an element to their brand that reminds
and re-enforces their lifestyle origins and appeal.
Noah feeds its consumer with a “rebellious
vitality of skate, surf and music culture” (Noah,
2017) with a range comparable to Supreme, but
contrastingly amplifying their consumer reach
with sizes that are more agreeable to women. Noah
has chosen not to include a sizing chart on their
website, which can lead to uncertainty for any new
customers aiming to purchase some of their items.
PRODUCTS

SIZE

TEES

S-XXL

TOPS

S-XXL

HATS

ONE SIZE

SWEATSHIRTS

S-XL

OUTERWEAR

S-XL

BOTTOMS

28 INCH - 36 INCH

ACCESSORIES

N/A
FIG 4B.4 NOAH 2017

ITEM

LOWEST ($)

HIGHEST ($)

TEES

68

988

HATS

32

118

SWEATSHIRTS

110

628

OUTERWEAR

128

1200

BOTTOMS

65

298
FIG 4B.6 NOAH 2017

noah - dover street market, london
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With minimal physical presence of
three stores, Noah, has engaged
with the European, American and
Asian markets (Noah, 2017). Stores
such as their New York City flagship,
Mulberry Street (2015), Dover Street
Market London “Shop-In-Shop”
(2016) and Tokyo Clubhouse (2017)
provides a wide variety of different
consumers in markets with a
sameness to Supreme (Eng,2016). The
brand is available as a store online,
under the URL of www.noahny.com
and has explored collaborative
relationships using a Pop-Up shop
with 6397 in their Mulberry Street
premises, which naturally lasted
a snippet of time. Both brands are
subject to stockists globally and
are sold within shops such at NOT3
in Manchester’s Northern Quarter.

new york

london

tokyo

fig 4b.8

Without a UK standalone store,
research was taken from Noah’s
Shop-In-Shop at Dover Street Market
and online. Their Canada, Honduras
and USA manufactured- brand
markets themselves, from labels
to carrier bags, with navy font and
a red cross communicating; “There
are now close to 500 dead zones in
our oceans”; a statement that reconnects the brand to “their oceanic,
surfer roots” (Bettridge,2016)
and keeps it ever prominent
within Noah’s brand identity.

dover street market, london
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noah services / postage /returns
services
resale

Customers may purchase a maximum of 3 items per style. Our products are intended for
personal use only. If we suspect you are making purchases with the intent to resell, we
will cancel your order and block you from making future purchases in our online store.
If you feel we have made a mistake in cancelling your order, please contact us.

returns portal

Items returned within 14 days of their original shipment date in same as new condition
will be eligible for a full refund or store credit. Items returned within 30 days of their
original shipment sate in same as new condition will be eligible for store credit. Shipping
and handling is non -refundable and all sale items are final purchase. To process a
return, please fill in your email and order number in the order lookup service.

returns / exchanges

Under no circumstances can we accept in-store for an online purchase.

payment

We accept most major credit cards (Visa, Mastercard and American Express) as well as
Paypal. All payment information is transferred from your computer to our servers using
a secure, encrypted protocol (https). As part of our ongoing efforts to combat credit
card fraud, we may require additional identification verification for international and/
or large orders.
fig 4b.11 noah 2017
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Noah uses Instagram to conjure excitement and
awareness about their new ventures like their latest
collaboration with The Cult (Instagram, 2017), giving
a glimpse to their 132,000 followers a week before
the release. With 493 videos and photographs to
communicate their idealised lifestyle, products and
promotional activity daily, consumers can feed into the
world of Noah New York. Having hardly any presence
on Facebook, attracting 176 likers and 180 followers
(Facebook, 2017), and an absence of Snapchat and
Twitter activity; proves the weight that Instagram
pulls in terms of gaining attention for Street Wear
brands. On the contrary, Noah’s lack of social media
participation may be following the “social media
detox trend” (Rudgard, 2017) which is agreeable
to their natural and outdoors activity origins.

With the fashion industry being forced by each other
and its customers to be completely transparent (Foley,
2017), the value of this is priceless. In showing many
efforts to fulfil complete sustainability, “Brendon
Babenzien after his time at Supreme” (Tejada, 2015) now
founder of Noah, communicates the brands awareness
exceptionally via label knowledge. Contrary to
this, the brand still ships its produce and uses paper
carrier bags, which could prompt the question as
to whether Noah is fully committed to the mission.
Through Social Media, Noah is beginning to build its
presence by announcing collaborations and exposing
promotional campaigns to feed their loyal consumer
base. However, in only touching upon using platforms
such as Instagram, their brand can be misconstrued
as inconsistent. To avoid this, one could suggest that
Noah utilises the full extent of what Social Media,
in its entirety, has to offer; to sustain their evergrowing consumer relationship. Noah’s stores are
a complete translation of their mission statement
and succeed in depicting their inspiration and origins.
Each different according to their location, the brand
should consider opening more bricks-and-mortar
sites globally to broaden their consumer reach.
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Customer
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Streetwear consumers are quickly becoming the fashion
industry’s most dedicated customers, the need to have the
freshest garments before anyone else is higher than ever
before. Camping for hours, or even days, outside stores just
to purchase that long-awaited collaboration t-shirt isn’t
uncommon. Majority of the time items are bought purely for
resale, and this is how many millennials make a steady income
due to the overwhelming demand for brands such as Supreme and
Palace.
These individuals have developed a reputation in the fashion
industry, sometimes for the wrong reasons. As certain brands
commonly release limited quantities it’s seen as impressive to
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“A Hype Beast is a kid that collect
clothing, shoes, and accessories
for the sole purpose of impressing
others. Although the individual may
not have a dime to their name they
like to front like they are making far
more than everybody else. Equipped
with mommies credit card the Hype
Beast will try his hardest to make
sure he has every pair of Nike’s he
saw Jay-Z wearing on 106 & Park.” –
Alexander Langox, Urban Dictionary
(Online), April 2006
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the event, with all proceeds to be donated
This term has shone a negative light on to the We Love Manchester Emergency
the consumer profile, stating that they Fund.” – Lewis Munro, MixMag, October 2017.
commonly rely on their parent’s income
to supply their wardrobe with the latest Facebook groups such as Basement, or
drops. Although it’s just a label, this makes Wavey Garms are extremely popular
all the difference in Streetwear culture. amongst these students and is a source
A high school junior sums it up perfectly, of information for them into the world
“The brand name and the fact that everyone of streetwear, and where/how to buy it.
knows about it makes it worth the money, It’s rare that this consumer will holiday
especially the style of the brand and all throughout the year, due to finances and
of the different designs”- Ercan Goksec, C studying, unless they’re in full time work.
Magazine (Online), March 2017.
Festivals are the most common option,
such as Lost Village, Boomtown, Gottwood
Producing just one profile for a streetwear and Dekmantel. These are specifically only
consumer is near impossible as it’s a summer events and are counted down to all
subculture that varies so much. 2017 has year with excitement and anticipation. This
shown a huge surge in sportswear sales, subculture is more prominent across the UK
it’s a trend that’s dominated every runway in Manchester, London and Scotland, which
and slowly slipped its way back into daily is why these are the places where VIV will
life, not just for the gym. High street stores be launched.
such as Topshop and Urban Outfitters
are currently packed full of Fila, Adidas Upon research, Vivienne Westwood’s
and Kappa, embracing 90’s nostalgia. The demographic comes across completely
nature of where these brands are stocked different to everything that’s just been
makes this trend accessible to everybody. explained. “Her main target audience are
This perfectly links in with streetwear, consumers both male and female ranging
however, these trends tend to only be from 25-60 years of age, who like a unique
seen on the older generation through look with a chic style combined with
celebrities. Showing how this customer attitude. With different shapes, patterns,
differs to one who would purchase Vivienne textiles and combined accessories. Her
Westwood.
target audiences associate a sense of
social and environmental awareness with
Most commonly, a typical streetwear Vivienne Westwood and like to portray
consumer is aged eighteen to mid-twenties this through their designer choice. The
and either studies at university or in full target audiences are also environmentally
time employment. As items tend to be of and politically aware due to Westwood’s
a higher price range, they access them well known strong belief campaigns. The
through student loans, overdrafts, or brands most popular consumers are said
wages. This trend really ties in with music to be from UK, USA and Asia. She currently
and brands such as Carhartt, Supreme, sells internationally, with a total of 86
Palace and Patagonia are often seen on countries in 5 continents and 7 stores
nights out that have drum and bass, disco in the UK” – Gabriella Carr, SlideShare,
or grime as the genre. A perfect example January 2015.
of this is the Stone Island night that
was hosted at Old Granada Studios in
Manchester. “The brand also offered up
limited Stone Island Presents Manchester
T-shirts, which featured the city’s iconic
worker bee, which were sold exclusively at
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However, young people have really
shown political interest in 2017 which
is something Westwood is extremely
passionate about. In the recent elections,
social media was full of Jeremy Corbyn and
the Labour campaigns which were strongly
backed by the youth. The Gaurdian labelled
this ‘the youthquake’ and stated that “it
was a night in which Britain’s younger
generation flexed their political muscles
to real effect for the first time”- Alan
Travis, The Guardian, June 2017.
A parody t-shirt was released with the
Nike logo across the front, but instead
of the brand name it says ‘Corbyn’, this is
a perfect example of streetwear, youth
and politics merging. Priced at only £20,
and selling out within hours. “They also
answer one of the most-asked questions
among the under-21 electorate: is Nike
pro-Labour? “The Nike CEO loves them,”
claims one “intern”. “He made all his board
wear them for the last board meeting.” –
Morwenna Ferrier, The Guardian, 2017. This
proves that urban brands share the same
ethics as Westwood herself.
“Ticketmaster has released a study on
grime music, revealing that 58% of grime
fans voted for Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn in the last election.” – Ella Kemp,
The Independent, October 2017. This was
after heavy endorsement from the grime
community and celebrities such as Stormzy
and JME. Upon research, studies show
that Westwood’s consumers are heavily
into Dance/Electronic music, Punk and
Indie/Alternative which links perfectly
to the streetwear demographics’ love of
festivals and nights out. With Pop Music,
Jazz, Urban/Hip-Hop following closely
behind. This data also shows that their
number one interest is Music, which
reaches 21.41% more than TV shows, and
25.69% more than Movies – CustomerProfile (Online, Date Unknown).
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Westwood’s audience are not categorized
by age, but more about passion and interest.
With her huge influence on punk culture she
has lifelong fans as well as newcomers. Due
to the nature of her ostentatious designs,
her consumers are fashion forward
individuals. Her typical audience may be
interested in more high-end designers and
enjoy going to fashion shows, luxurious
holidays and nice dinners. However, they
may be an environmental activist who
lives by Westwood’s motto of “Buy less,
choose well, make it last” – Hannah
Moore, Newsbeat, June 2017. The price range
restricts the type of customers, from the
products available on her website a t-shirt
can start from £95, but also cost up to £290.
Bags start at as much as £210 for a simple
clutch, but up to £660 for a rucksack.
Westwood has products of all price ranges
and diffusion labels that make her brand
accessible to a wide audience. However, as
it’s not high street level prices it relates
to streetwear and what their audience is
willing to spend on clothing.
The amazing thing about streetwear is
that it’s one of the most gender-neutral
clothing subculture’s out there which
makes the target audience so wide. It’s
extremely common to walk down any high
street and see a girl wearing an oversized
men’s Stussy t-shirt, or the other way
around. This is perfect for VIV as Westwood
herself is an advocate for transgender
rights and fluidity in fashion. “I haven’t
told anyone this before, but when I was a
teenager… I actually thought I was turning
into a boy, and I didn’t really care. It didn’t
bother me at all,” Vivienne Westwood, Elle
(Online), May 2015. This quote was only one
year after Westwood launched her first
politically themed unisex range, focusing
on anti-fracking.
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Before determining the perfect target
audience for VIV, a survey was produced as part
of Primary Research. This was sent out across
social media and the results were completely
anonymous. The first question simply asked
what gender the responder was, and it came
back as a perfect split between Female/Male
at 42.86% each, with the remaining 14.29%
preferring not to answer. This was the perfect
response as VIV is a gender-neutral clothing
line, with garments for everybody.

due to the brands and items they already
buy which go above that price point. This is a
completely different consumer to the usual
Westwood one but VIV wanted to tie into her
original heritage and not lose the dedicated,
authentic lovers of the brand.

Designs were produced carefully to make sure
tartan, tweed, herringbone and dogtooth were
still being used to stay loyal to Westwood’s
lifelong consumers, just with an edgy, modern
twist. These prints and fabric link into
85.71% of individuals who answered the survey Westwood’s punk heritage and stay true to
were aged between 18-24 which was an amazing her belief’s and style. Bringing these prints
response as this is the exact target audience into more luxurious products such reversible
for streetwear brands. Only one person was bombers and flight pants which are on the
aged 75 or older which was a surprising result, higher end of the price spectrum. With a hoodie
but shows how varied the culture is.
being in the mid-range, and t-shirts/caps at
the lowest price point. This makes the range
When being asked the question ‘Are you accessible to everybody no matter what their
interested in streetwear and possible future income or lifestyle.
streetwear diffusion labels?’ the majority
replied Yes at 71.43%. Positively the other
28.57% were ‘Indifferent’ but didn’t respond
no. This 28.57% was made up by the one
individual 75 or older, and one aged 18-24. A
list of 17 different streetwear brands were
listed in the next question, asking which the
respondents bought into. Supreme and Huf
were tied, at 33.33% each, with Noah and Stussy
receiving 16.67% each. One person chose to skip
this question which possibly means the options
could have been more varied.
The final question was the most important,
‘Would you be interested in a Vivienne
Westwood streetwear diffusion label?’ which
received a huge majority response of 71.43%
saying Yes. 28.57% stated that they couldn’t
answer until they had seen the collection or
it had been released, which is understandable.
Not one individual responded no which shows
great hope for VIV.
After analyzing all of the results and
considering the age and gender of the
respondents, VIV’s target audience perfectly
correlates with that of streetwear. The prices
of the collection range from £50-£250 which
is perfectly affordable for that demographic
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RANGE
DEVELOPMENT
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VIV. BY
RANGE SUMMARY

TARTAN reversible ma-1
bomber jacket

TARTAN flight pants

british patchwork 6 panel
cap

product ref: viv001

Product Ref: VIV002

Classic ma-1 insulated bomber jacket crafted from wool in
a royal stewart Tartan featuring custom vivienne westwood
lining, visible when reversed.

Military style flight pants crafted from wool in a royal
stewart Tartan.

6 panel cap featuring 6 british materials steeped in heritage
with leather strap and embroidered VIV. logo

£250

£150

£60

‘Anarchy in the uk’ hoodie

‘God save Queen Viv’ T-SHIRT

‘conformity’ T-SHIRT

Product ref: viv004

Product Ref: VIV005

Product Ref: VIV006

custom fit hoodie with screen printed viv. logo and ‘anarchy’

Heavyweight cotton t-shirt featuring sex pistol inspired viv.
graphics.

Heavyweight cotton t-shirt with front quote and back logo.

sleeves.

£100

£50

£50

PRODUCT REF: VIV003
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rANGE Information

VIV.

by VIVIENNE WESTWOOD...

a new diffusion line inspired by a blend of 70’s british punk and contemporary streetwear.

Season/Gender: AW17 menswear/womenswear, applicable to all genders
not strictly for men, not strictly for women, not strictly genderless just available for all body shapes in a wide rnage of sizes.

Launch: 24th september, LAST DAY OF SALE: 24th DECEMBER

inline with the autumn wardrobe and christmas shopping period, the busiest dates in the shopping calendar, to ensure maximum sales.

BCG MATRIX forecast

As core products with a low price point and high production run VIV. anticipate the range of t-shirts to provide the largest return vs. investment, closely
followed by the hoodie. the bomber jacket required significant investment, however, as the ‘stand-out-piece’, it is expected to be the most desired and due to
it’s relatively small production run viv. anticipate it will sell out. Perhaps the only risk is the flight pants, as Vivienne Westwood has not produced this style
of pant in a long time and the silhouette is relatively new to the streetwear market, this product poses the most risk, albeit, a calculated one.

INternal label design:
Style ratios
Product
Ratio (vs. Jacket)

Jacket

Trouser

Hoodie

T-shirt x2

Cap

1

2

4

4

3
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SIZING & QUANTITIES
TOPS
Standard vivienne westwood top sizing, applicable to both Men & Women.
Size
Chest Measurement (inches)

S

M

L

XL

36.5

38.5

40

41.5

streetwear brands almost always release their collections with sizes small to extra large available, generally, these sizes are intended for men, however,
it’s common for women to also purchase these items. As females generally have a smaller frame than men viv. considered producing an extra small but
having looked at competitors decided it was unnecessary as wearing oversized garments is currently on trend and women continue to buy streetwear with
few sizing complaints.

In order to establish what quantities
should be produced of each size a ‘normal
distribution curve’ model was utilised,
helping ensure that the optimum ratio of
sizes is available.

fig 6.1

Small: 16.6%
Medium: 33.3%
Large: 33.3%
Extra large: 16.6%

BOTTOMS
New Viv. genderless trouser sizing chart to enable both men & women to get the perfect fit.
Size
Waist/Leg Measurment (inches)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

22/30

24/32

26/32

28/32

30/32

32/32

34/34

Trouser sizes present more of a challenge when catering to both men and women, this lead viv. to develop a new sizing chart, based on the approximate sizes
of our target market making it easier for potential customers to get the right fit. Initially, Viv. intended to produce up to a 36” waist in line with the status
quo however, those in the younger market, on average, tend to be slimmer than middle aged men/women. With this in mind the largest size was dropped to
a 34” waist and the smallest size was dropped form a 24” waist to a 22”. Leg lengths also differ due to the fact that as the average body gets wider it also
gets taller.
fig 6.2

1: 4.5%
2: 9%
3: 19%
4: 35%
5: 19%
6: 9%
7: 4.5%
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Viv. Tartan Reversible MA-1 Bomber Jacket

Fashion Piece

REVERSE:

SELLING price:

Materials & components:

£250 (Based on competitor information section)

Outer: Wool, Royal Stewart tartan.
Lining: Nylon, Vivienne Westwood Union Jack logo repeating on

COST PRICE:
£12.51 (Based on costing forecast section)

Size Range:
S, m, L, XL

Features:

Quantity:
72 pieces

DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES:
Size
S
M
L
XL

white background.
Insulation: Polyester fibre fill.
Cuffs, collar & waistband: 92% Nylon, 8% Elastane, black.
Zip, main & arm pocket: YKK gold.
Poppers, waist pockets: black.

Quantity
12
24
24
12

- ‘A classic piece of military outerwear with a British subcultural twist’
- Modelled on originaL 1958 AIR force MA-1 Flight Jacket.
- ‘Keeps you warm in -10 to 10 degrees’
- Reversible.
- Pair with ‘tartan Flight Pants’ to wear as set.
- Elasticated collar, waistband & cuffs.
- Water resistant.
- Arm utility pocket.
- Dry Clean Only.
- UNISEX
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Bomber Jacket development
< Cara delevigne in burberry
aw17 pants

Tartan in AW17...
2017 saw a tartan trend appear on the catwalks. Fashion giants Burberry
& Comme des Garcons both reintroduced tartan to their ranges and a
host of celebrities have donned the Scottish fabric, vastly increasing its
presence as it begins to filter down to the street.

v Burberry aw17

^ comme des garcons christmas tartan range >

< Kanye in ma-1 ^

Bomber Jackets in Streetwear..
Bomber jackets have long held their place in streetwear. Many credit
‘that photo of kanye’ in an alpha industries ma-1 as the instigator. in
2016, mike cirker revealed that kanye had single-handedly increased
bomber jacket sales by 30% (sawyer, 2016).
Long time collaborators supreme and undercover produced a punk
inspired bomber jacket in ther 2016 capsule collection.
Vivienne westwood has also adopted the ma-1 silhouette in her
‘anglomania’ diffusion line as well as utilising a check pattern.

Supreme x undercover
bomber jacket >

^ Reversed ma-1

^ VIVIENNE WESTWOOD CHECK BOMBER, AW16

In a society that seems to be continually worse off, two garments in one is always going to
be a bonus. Students and 20-somethings love a deal and although the Viv. MA-1 is not cheap,
it represents a sound investment that those with a interest in fashion would certainly
consider buying. Many prospective customers may actually use the ‘2-for-1’ rationale to
faciliitate their purchase.
When originally developed, the lining of the MA-1 bomber jacket was coloured a bright
orange. If a pilot crash landed or was separated from their plane they could reverse the
jacket to increase their chances of being spotted by a rescue team and still warm. So, the
patterned, reversible lining is a nod to the original, adding an element of authenticity; a
desirable attribute in the current fashion market.

Hailey baldwin in reversed bomber v

Reversible...
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Viv. Tartan Flight Pants

Fashion Piece

SELLING price:

Materials & components:

£150 (Based on competitor information section)

Main: Wool, Royal Stewart tartan.
Pocket trims: Heavyweight 350gsm cotton twill, black.
Zips, x2 on hems, x1 for fly: YKK, gold.
Waistband button: Black.

COST PRICE:
£12.17 (Based on costing forecast section)

Size Range:

Features:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Quantity:
144 pieces

DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES:
Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Quanitity
6
13
28
50
28
13
6

- ‘A fusion of classic punk uniform and military grade
functionality’
- Modelled on original air force Flight PANTS.
- Pair with ‘Tartan MA-1 Bomber’ to wear as set.
- Slim, tapered fit.
- Multiple pockets.
- Hem zips.
- Unisex.
- Dry clean only.
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Flight pant development
Except maybe the leather jacket, a punk’s trousers were the most defining part of their dress.
Before 1976 tartan tended to be saved for the kilts of scotsmen, but Vivienne Westwood, Malcolm
McClaren and the rest of the original British punk movement adopted the fabric and gave it the punk
treatment, adding zips, pockets, chains and rips.
Viv.’s modern take on the original tartan bondage pants has been updated to fit into the
contemporary streetwear market whilst maintaining the character developed in the 70’s.

Vivienne Westwood dons a tartan ^
bondage two-piece, 1970’s

^ Vivienne westwood anglomaniatartan trousers, AW16

tartan in punk & Punk Pants...

< Tartan bondage pnats ^

^ gramm. tracksuit set >

v supreme sets >

Streetwear sets...
Arguably the most iconic streetwear ensemble of all time is the matching tracksuit. Worn by rappers, skateboarders and
musicians the shell suit really took off in the 80’s and 90’s. Fast forward to the present day and a plethora of streetwear
brands are producing top and bottom sets.
Supreme tend to manufacture several ‘sets’ a season, in items ranging from printed denim trucker jackets paired with
identically printed jeans to head-to-toe shellsuits with hat, gloves, shoes and bag to match. SS17’s most desirable ensemble was
the ‘patchwork set’.
Manchester based locals ‘Gramm.’ have also recently found success launching a number of tracksuits through 2017.
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Viv. British patchwork 6 panel cap

Fashion Piece

SELLING price:

Materials & components:

£60 (Based on competitor information section)

Peak: Tartan, wool, plastic insert.
Panel 1: Grey Herringbone, wool.
Panel 2: Prince of Wales Check, wool.
Panel 3: Prince of Wales Check, wool.
Panel 4: Houndstooth, wool.
Panel 5: Houndstooth, wool.
Panel 6: Harris Tweed, wool.
Strap: Brown Leather

COST PRICE:
£12.06 (Based on costing forecast section)

Size Range:
One size, Adjustable leather strap

Quantity:
216 Pieces

Features:
- ‘A streetwear staple, the 6 panel featuring an array of the
finest British materials’
- Constructed from 6 different quintessentially British materials.
- Adjustable for any head size.
- Embroidered ‘Viv.’ Logo.
- Premium leather strap.
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6 panel cap development
British Heritage...
^ Suprme 6 panel collection
v wiz in supreme 6 panel

The Viv. AW17 collection is in itself,
quintessentially British and takes a large
portion of its inspiration from the UK’s history
& subcultures, so it made sense to include a
heritage piece.
A wide range of british fabrics were considered
and five of the most iconic were chosen.

ROYAL STEWART TARTAN:

^ Yung lean in polo sports cap

Prince of wales check:

HErringbone:

Caps in streetwear...
The baseball cap was originally conceived in 1860, and the modern
version we see today first hit the market in the 1940’s.

HArris tweed:

Hats of all shapes and sizes have appeared in streetwear collections
for the entire lifespan of the fashion genre, however, it was the
baseball cap that really stuck. Streetwear adopted the silhouette
and now brands such a Bianca Chandon, Noah and Supreme release a
range of 6 panel caps for each season.
HOUNDSTOOTH:
Balenciaga produced a whole range of ‘dad caps’ for their AW17
collection, including a parody of Bernie Saunders’ presidential
campaign logo.
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Viv. ‘ANARCHY IN THE UK’ HOODIE

core Piece

SELLING price:

Materials & components:

£100 (Based on competitor information section)

MAIN: 350gsm reverse weave, 82% cotton, 18% polyester.
Drawstrings: 100% Cotton

COST PRICE:
£12.19 (Based on costing forecast section)

Size Range:
S, m, L, XL

Quantity:
288 pieces

DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES:
Size
S
M
L
XL

Quantity
48
96
96
48

Features:
- ‘A staple streetwear silhouette gets an anarchic make over’
- Graphics screen printed using ultra opaque water based ink
to reduce environmental impact whilst ensuring complete
coverage on a dark garment.
- REVERSE WEAVE material reduces vertical shrinkage and
couples with side panels to reduce horizontal shrinkage,
therefore prolonging the life of the sweater.
- BOXY FIT
- Elasticated cuffs & waistband.
- Kangaroo pocket.
- Machine washable, 40°C.
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Hoodie development
Hoodies in Streetwear...
Originally developed by Champion in 30’s, it wasn’t until the mid 70’s that the
hoodie really started to have an impact on fashion. It was adopted by followers of the initial Hip-Hop movement and also quickly became a thief’s favourite
choice of garment. Many subculutres have donned a hoodie since it’s creation,
now, in 2017, it’s a fashion staple.
The Supreme ‘box logo’ hoodie is one of the most widely anticipated product
releases in the calendar, let alone within the fashion industry.

^ ‘ROADMAN’ SKEPTA IN MONCLER ONE PIECE

Viv. seeks to pay homage to the early adopters of the hoodie whilst providing a
versatile garment to the masses.

Monochrome...
The black and white colour palette has always had its place in fashion. Arguably started
by Coco Channel’s original ‘little black dress’ in 1926, a plethora of designers such as
Rick Owens and Yohji Yamamoto only over produce collections in monochrome tones.
Through 2015, 2016 and into 2017 the ‘roadman’ look has been extremely prevalent
within street style. Wearers generally don an all black tracksuit and black
accessories; cap, gloves, shoes etc. Although Viv. could not directly translate this,
influence can been seein in the core pieces of the collection.
The other advantage of black and white is that it goes with the vast majority of colours.
This is essential for our target market, of which some are on a budget’ as it means they
can get as much wear as possible out of the piece, thereby increasing its cost efficiency.

^ Dior monochrome

Arm Graphics...
Vetements, HBA and Off-White have all contributed significantly to
the rise in popularity of ‘arm graphics’.
Viv. seeks to add a punk twist to a sought-after styling flourish by
incorporating a repeating pattern of the anarchy ‘A’.
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Viv. ‘GOD SAVE queen viv’ t-shirt

core Piece

SELLING price:

Materials & components:

£50

MAIN: 200gsm heavyweight cotton

COST PRICE:

Features:

£12.06 (Based on costing forecast section)

Size Range:
S, m, L, XL

Quantity:

- ‘a re-work of the album artwork for the generation defining
single “god save the queen” by the sex pistols’
- Graphics screen printed using water based ink to reduce
environnmental impact.
- Comes in two different colourways; white and black.
- Machine washable, 40°C.
- UNISEX

288 Pieces

DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES:
Size
S
M
L
XL

Quantity
48
96
96
48
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Viv. ‘conformity’ t-shirt

core Piece

SELLING price:

Materials & components:

£50

MAIN: 200gsm heavyweight cotton

COST PRICE:

Features:

£12.06 (Based on costing forecast section)

Size Range:
S, m, L, XL

Quantity:

- ‘A prominent vivienne westwood quote with large logo back
print’
- Graphics screen printed using water based ink to reduce
environmental impact.
- Comes in two different colourways; white and black.
- Machine washable, 40°C.
- UNISEX

288 pieces

DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES:
Size
S
M
L
XL

Quantity
48
96
96
48
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T-shirt development
Parody in streetwear...
Since the conception of ‘modern streetwear’ in the 90’s, streetwear brands have
been exploiting logos from other larger brands, adapting and altering their
designs to inspire their target market. Known is the streetwear community as
‘bootlegs’, they tend to incorporate a satirical play on an established label’s
branding.

< barbra kruger vs. supreme

Stussy and Supreme were some of the original pioneers to exploit this technique.
Supreme’s world famous ‘box logo’ is an almost direct copy of Barbra Kruger’s
artwork, now, it’s one of the most recognised fashion labels on the planet.
Viv. looked back to thEir roots and decided to utilise the original punk band, The
Sex Pistols, in thier design and adapted the ‘God Save The Queen’ single cover.

^ comme des garcons get
the parody treatment

^ Supreme gucci bootleg

Quotes...
Inspirational and recognisable quotes are a regular feature in the fashion market place.
In the 70’s, during the inception of punk, it was almost the subcultural follower’s duty to
emblazon a controversial quote across the back of their leather jackets.
Step forward to the streetwear era and the use of quotes is just as commonplace. RoryJohn releases a series of t-shirts containing quotes from cult movies such as Scarface and
American Psycho. Many examples Supreme are also favourites of the quote tee, perhaps the
most famous being the ‘Say No’ T-shirt, released in 2016.
^ RORY-john
‘movie quote
series’ >

Viv. added an original Vivienne Westwood quote to help maintain a connection to their parent
brand and their place in punk whilst communicating a politically charged statement.
< Supreme ‘say no’ quote tee

Back graphics...
Streetwear wouldn’t be streetwear without
the bold branding and graphics we see strewn
across the majority of releases, a key feature of
which is the ‘back print’. From ‘palace’ to ‘fucking
awesome’, it’s almost impossible to find a urban
apparel retailer who doesn’t utilise the reverse
side of a garment.

Vlone back print >

The ‘Conformity’ t-shirt is printed with a large ‘V’
logo ensuring it fits with the rest of the market
place and communicates the brand in unison.
palace tri-ferg back print >
Fucking awesome back graphics >
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Us at ‘VIV.’ are about quality not quantity, we’re
creating this diffusion range to be efficient and
self-sustaining. Our aim is to continue to create
clothes that forward our political beliefs. The aim
for the new collection is full disclosure, clear
transparent sourcing. We do not plan for expansion,
in fact quite to opposite, we’re wanting to improve
what the company already does. We’re an ethically
trading clothing brand, but by no means are we
defending the fashion industry, we’re creating a
collection that takes Viv. back to her routes. This
collection is about rebellion and the uprising of a
new time for fashion. We are attacking these social
and environmental issues head on, in fact our aim
is to enhance these sustainable beliefs that are
already at the heart of our culture and process.
Our action plan is to create home grown streetwear,
in collaboration with VIV. traditional punk culture.
This eclectic range is more than just organic
cottons, for us the responsibility goes further
than this. Throw-on not throw-away is the quote
for this collection, basic garments that last. We’ve
purposely priced these garments lower than usual,
we’re connecting with the streets not our premium
competition. From primary research 60% of people
are strongly interested in sustainable fashion, ‘The

findings showed that only store related attributes
of eco fashion positively influence consumers’eco
fashion consumption decision, yet, such relationship
can be weakened by the price premium level of eco
fashion’ (Christina W.Y. Wong,2012) We’re aware our
target market for this collection is generation
Z, and they’re unable to afford premium prices,
we’re also aware that this generation have a lot
to say and would appreciate an affordable, trend
focused, ethical collection. So, we plan to curate
an affordable collection for the niche market that
are aware of the zeitgeist around this era, and how
the fashion we create now is the future, we want to
make a difference for the next generations. ethical
collection. So, we plan to curate an affordable
collection for the niche market that are aware of
the zeitgeist around this era, and how the fashion
we create now is the future, we want to make a
difference for the next generations.
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Viv. Tartan Reversible
MA-1 Bomber Jacket

flaws, before being copped
and pressed to a perfect
condition. Then the fabric is
drove down to our factory
For this Bomber Jacket
in London. We manufacture
we’re highlighting all the
all of our garments in the UK
famous attributes that Viv.
but outsource our fabrics,
Offers, out statement Royal
we are connected with
Stewart Tartan directly
countries with some of the
from the heart of Scotland,
largest material footprints.
due to our good relations
with Harris Tweed. All our
We chose Harris Tweed
excellent weavers provide
Authority due to its heritage
us with the most durable
and history, they provide
and sustainable Wool.
clear manufacturing process
The story of our tweed begins
and
truly
traditional
with our pure virgin wool.
methods, this was important
This wool is blended together
to us because we want to be
to create the finest handable to make it clear how and
crafted Scottish tweed, gown
where your clothes are being
in the Scottish mainland,
made, from fabric to thread.
then the wool is washed and
“Low-impact
production
dyed, our wool is dyed prior
and reliance on natural
to being spun, this is because
materials throughout, Harris
the blend of different wool
Tweed is a truly ecologically
makes up the numerous
sound textile” (Harris
shades you see in the jacket.
Tweed Authority, 2017).
The wool is then weighed and
blended to get the right hue buttons and zips
needed, after compressed
between mechanical rollers This jacket also has detailing
which mix the fibres before which adds to the costing of
being separated into yarn. the jacket, the buttons and
To give the yarn maximum zips are also sourced from
strength for weaving it then Italy, we get intense detailing
has a twist imparted as it is into each and every Jacket.
spun. Then our yarn is sent This detailing is of the Viv.
to the weavers, all of Harris Logo, we take pride into each
Tweed is woven on a treadle individual detail, the hand
loom at the weavers’ home. craftmanship of each jacket
The weavers then hand-tie the is what makes them so unique.
new yarns to the tail-ends of
the earlier weave, to then
thread onto the loom. Once
that process is complete, it
is then sent off for finishing
in what is called a ‘greasy
state’ and then passed
through the nimble hands,
correcting the smallest
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cuffs, collar & wristband
•

92% Nylon, 8% Elastane.

The lining of this Jacket made up of structural recycled Nylon, this Nylon is made from 100% Nylon fibre. The
company we get this Nylon from is called Vivify Textiles, the factory is based in Bergamo Italy, and then transferred
across to the UK by shipment to get the Logo printed, we transport our fabrics by boat as this is the most cost
effective. We chose recycled Nylon because we’re trying to make people aware that every fabric that goes into
this collection has been ethically sourced and manufactured, their website provides all sourcing information
and also the working conditions of the factories. We also work with Vivify textiles for our insulation, we use
recycled polyester fibre.
•
•
•
•
•

Product Name: Econyl
Recycled Nylon White
Width (cm/inch): 56.5
Weight (GSM): 182
Country of Origin: Taiwan
MOQ (meter): 100m/roll

This bomber jacket is our most expensive piece
due to its different attributes, for example the
reversibility and the detailing that goes into
every aspect. The wool is the most expensive
at £42 per 1 metre, the Nylon is slightly less
expensive at £14.25 per metre and the recycled
polyester is £11.36 per 1 metre, roughly we need
around 2.5 metres per Bomber jacket. The total
fabric cost of this jacket is £169.90. After being
manufactured and tailored in our factories in
the UK this jacket is priced at £250.
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flight pants
These flight pants are designed to wear as a set with our
bomber jacket or by themselves. The market situation
at the moment for flight pants has competition from
the leading streetwear brands such as Supreme,
Carhartt, Stone Island. They’re currently very popular
within the streetwear culture, numerous brands are
producing them in multiple colour ways and different
fabrics. For example, corduroy, gore tex, camo. We
chose tartan due to the heritage of our brand. The
tartan used for these flight pants is the exact same
as the Tartan for our Bomber jacket, we need around
31/2 yards per trouser, that’s costing about £147.
The added fabric to these pants is the pockets, these
pockets are crafted together using organic black
cotton again from Vivify Textiles. The pocket trims are
a heavyweight; 350gsm organic cotton twill black.
The benefits of using organic cotton are that organic
products are grown using methods and materials that
have low impact on the environment, as we know us
at Viv. Have very strong beliefs on this as she is an
environmental activist. This particular cotton is also
cotton proof, and is finished with a Viv. Button on the
large pocket. We will need ½ metre of our recycled
cotton, this will cost £6.12. The detailing of the
buttons and cuffs is done by our factories in the UK.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric Composition: 100% Organic
Cotton
Width (cm/inch): 57/58
Weight (GSM): 70
Weight/m: 0.10
Country of Origin: China
MOQ (yards): 120
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6 panel cap
This 6- panel is This 6- panel is a complex piece
because of the different tartans and checks used
for each panel. On the peak is our signature Tartan,
sourced from Harris Tweed Authority, we use around
a 1/4 of a metre of fabric costing £10.50. The next
panel is Grey Herringbone Wool, this is sourced from
Edinburgh, a company called Edinburgh Fabrics. We
like to differentiate the companies that supply our
wool, mainly because we’re particular about which
colour ways are selected. The Grey Harrington is
a cheaper fabric than the Tartan, this costs £1 per
10cm x 10 cm, and we’re only needing a very small
panel of fabric per cap, also to transport this fabric
to London is cheaper due to the fabrics being made
in Edinburgh than if it were sourcing offshore.
The next two panels are Prince Of Wales Check Wool
and Houndstooth wool, again this is sourced from
Harris Tweed Authority. The strap around the back
is produced in Yeovil HQ in Somerset, England by a
company called Pittards. Pittards create innovative
structural leather, of the highest quality, we
source from them due to the quality of leather
and heritage. Pittards have been famous for their
leather since they started in 1826, ‘Pittards technical
expertise and continuing program of research and
development has driven the engineering of a broad
range of performance leathers’ (Pittards, 2016).
The country of origin for this leather is Addis
Ababa. The corporate and social reasonability
of the company is of upmost impotence to them
‘We demonstrate social responsibility through
employment for the disadvantaged and extended
care for staff and families’ (Pirrards, 2016)
Leather Bundle - 2 x 500g £15.00
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Viv. ‘Anarchy in the UK’ Hoodie
The core piece from this collection is
out Anarchy Hoodie, this hoodie is 82%
recycled Cotton and 18% Polyester, and
the draw string is also 100% Cotton.
The cotton used for these products is
different to our cotton used on our Flight
pants for example, simply because we
wanted a weighted hang to these jumpers.
This is home grown cotton from a company
called ‘Discovery Knitting’. Discovery
Knitting is a high-end boutique knitting
mill located in Great Britain, they’re as
excited as we are at experimenting with
the drapes of cotton. We wanted a heavy
weight cotton the add an extra sling to
the jumper, Discovery Knitted offered
us a heavy 350gsm organic cotton, which
was perfect, it gets transported to us by
lorry. The country of origin is South Asia.
We need about 2.5 metres per jumper, this
fabric costs £17 per metre, all together
the recycled cotton cost £42.50 and the
recycled polyester costs £15 per metre.

Why organic?
•

•
•

•

•

By building soil fertility, organic farmers
help lock CO2 into the soil, helping miti
gate climate change.
Better quality fibre than standard cotton.
It is Hypoallergenic. It does not cause any
allergy or irritation when it touches
human skin.
Fair price: The price of organic includes
investments made by farmers who are
protecting the environment, maintaining
soil fertility, preserving biodiversity and
conserving water.
This means organic cotton sometimes (but
not always) is more expensive because the
costs aren’t hidden, and our transparency
allows for the quality of each item.
(People Tree, 2016)
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God Save The Queen Tee + Conformity
Tee
The printed Tees are also made up of the Organic
Cotton from ‘Discovery Knitted’ but have a
slightly lighter weight but mid weight, at 200gsm.
This cotton costs £15 per metre, we need about 2
metres per Tee. The reasoning behind the heavier
GSM is due to the fact that we’re after a relaxed
silhouette, this information is found in our trend
research. Discovery Knitted are pleased to
provide the best British fabrics, ‘We are proud
to continue the British Tradition by contributing
our Knitted version.’ (Discovery Knitted)
This weighted fabric stays true to our throw-on
not throw-away quote, the heavier loosened effect
is in keeping with the trend that is on the highstreet at the moment. Our difference is the use
of the Organic Cotton, we think this adds to the
texture and grain to the T-Shirts. The structure
is similar to our Hoodie, just slightly lighter.
•
•
•
•
•

Good Basic Interlock
100% Organic Combed Cotton
200 GSM Light / Mid Weight
ECRU ~ UNDYED NATURAL
Excellent for Garment Dyeing
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The chosen promotional tools, justification of these and allocated budget expenditure will be
discussed. ‘VIV’ targets online and in-store Millennials; participating in generating hype through
Social Media via a countdown pre-launch, unannounced Pop-Up shops and limited stockist drops
on the 15th of September 2018; as well as features within niche publications throughout the
process.
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In targeting 18-24 year olds, the most appropriate form of promotion is Social Media, as 95% of Millennials consider Social Media as a relevant database that communicates trends, news and social knowledge
(Montagne, 2015). Store events, because Millennials feel more loyal to a brand that provides interesting
experiences (Tier Logic, 2016). Lastly, print Magazines due to their Millennial nostalgic appeal (Cosslett,
2017). As a result of selecting Social media, Store Events and Magazines as our promotional tools, VIV
hopes to correctly communicate with our target market, engage them within our proposed culture and
encourage a sense of loyalty towards the brand
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Figure .2 (Pilcher, 2017)
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Analysing Supreme and Noah’s promotional activity
via Social Media, Pop-Up Events and publication advertisement, editorials and article features, suggests
that VIV should align its own marketing strategies
with these tools. 30 words
Encouraging the awareness of political, social, economic, environmental and technological issues; these
factors will inevitably affect the brand within the
existing market of 11,231,312 Millennials in 2016
in the UK (Statista, 2016); which has been covered in
Market Situations (See Section 1). Global Humanitarian issues inclusive of Libyan slavery, speculation on
the details of Grenfall tower and the recognition of
Israeli Jerusalem by President Trump, may come to impact the brands Social Media posts, range design and
consumer. Brexit’s political uncertainty, could affect VIV’s shipment and aviation trade (Gerrard,2017);

damaging relations where the brand sources materials. 18-24 year olds may not have access to any
disposable income, as London anticipates a loss of
10,500 jobs by Brexit (Burton,2017), decreasing VIV’s
forecasted profit. Environmentally, England’s seasons are becoming more difficult to distinguish between, with extreme weather reports (Luxury Travel
Diary, 2017); the shift from seasonal to season-less
collections is likely to become a necessary addition
to VIV’s range (Sowry, 2017). Furthermore, technology
enables Millennials to travel frequently, prompting
VIV to adopt a season-less style in order to keep up
with triumphs like 3 hour flights from London to New
York (Baird, 2017). British culture, like the Royal family, can evoke a sense of patriotism and inclusivity;
the engagement of Meghan Markle (Abersteen, 2017)
translates to pride of Multi-cultural Britain, affecting the outlook on home grown brands like VIV.

Millennial Population in the United
Kingdom in 2016 By Age
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In communicating with Millennials
accordingly, VIV will utilise Social
Media platforms as a way of
launching the brand as a lifestyle.

Instagram – 50% Snapchat – 35%
Facebook – 15%

“Brands on Instagram are seeing a per-follower
engagement rate which is 58 times higher than on
Facebook” (Parker, 2017), this is why 50% of our
Social Media utilisation will be focused through
Instagram. The promotional mix of tools chosen
are displayed in the table below and allocated to
the social media platforms best suited:
87
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Controlling a mixture of Public Relations,
Direct Marketing, Sales Promotion and
Advertisement over Instagram, Snapchat
and Facebook allows VIV to deliver the
brands message cost effectively. In heavily
utilising influencers on Instagram will
save the brand a substantial expenditure.
Sending two items of the current range
to each influencer, the value of the
items in accordance to the number of
followers the influencer has, will equate
to a smaller pay-out than celebrity
endorsement. VIV will pay in time, when
honouring the mentoring service and will
include the deduction of the discounted
pieces from the second collections
profits. VIV will be able to effectively
reduce expenditure on special events
and invite-only parties by restricting the

influencers to choosing only two events
per-calendar year. In employing models as
‘lifestyle promoters’, will enable VIV to
effectively save on expenditure as their
job role will entail numerous jobs. Having
the same promotional campaign photo’s,
sneak peeks and product shots across
Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook will be
cost effective financially and time.
The overall budget given to the promotion
of VIV is £20,000. Social Media will put to
use 25% of this budget. Realistically, as
this is communicating to a mass audience,
the expenditure on Social Media promotion
would be more expensive and would not
cover the entire costings.
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Instagram - £2,500 Snapchat £1,700 Facebook - £800

Who are you going to
communicate with and why?
In communicating with Millennials
in London, Glasgow and Manchester;
VIV will utilise Pop-Up shops
and stockist drops as a way of
launching the brand as a lifestyle.
90
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Mixing Sales Promotion, Direct
Marketing and Guerilla Marketing
through Pop-Up shops, stockist drops,
online drops and art installations
allows VIV to deliver exciting messages
cost-effectively. Ultimately, using Sales
Promotion through Pop-Up shops is a
costly expense but is effective in quickly
stimulating market demand within a
short space of time. Having the PopUps live for just a week will generate
invaluable hype and the last-chanceto-buy-psyche that will increase the
rate of sales both in-store and online.
With viviennewestwood.com utilising
Direct Marketing through interactive
consumer websites, all work is done
in-house and therefore cost effective.
Hosting VIV’s drop, Dover Street Market
and Selfridges will want to secure
a positive reaction in their stores;
in emailing their own subscribers,

VIV saves on direct promotion. It is
cost effective by using their staff,
loyal consumer base and marketing
knowledge, rather than sourcing them
individually. Guerilla Marketing in
terms of the art installation statues
will be made as a project by different
up and coming artists and art students,
which will reduce costs effectively in
terms of trading statues for exposure.
Marketing like this can be inexpensive,
paying just for transportation, and
therefore effective mixed with Guerilla
methods
Store Events being the biggest cost
will use 60% of the £20,000 budget.
Realistically, as this is communicating to
a mass audience across the country, the
expenditure on Store Event promotion
would be more expensive and would not
cover the entire costings.

Pop-Up Shops - £8,000 Stockist
& Online Drop - £3650 Art
Installations - £200 Posters - £150
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MAGAZINES
In talking to the Millennials reading
Pause and i-D magazine, VIV will
utilise features, product placement
and advertisement as a way of
launching the brand as a lifestyle.
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Product Placement through Public
Relations delivers cost effectiveness
and minimal expenditure for VIV in Pause
Magazine as the brand had promised
an exclusive feature and paid for
advertisement within the publication.
This could act as a two in one deal in
swaying stylists and editors to ensure
VIV’s products are included elsewhere
within the online publication. In
advertising in i-D magazine on a single
page, in the middle of the publication will
prove cheaper, still gaining exposure
and capturing niche consumers that
may have not been reached yet. Again,
this exposure is cost effective in its
promotion in terms of who it reaches
but also if VIV is seen in i-D, consumers
may come to associate themselves with

the brand and therefore i-D will have
shared its invaluable consumer loyalty.
Magazines communicating to a niche
audience would use 15% of the £20,000
budget. With the PR VIV uses, it is realistic
that this expenditure could cover the
costings, however in order to advertise
within a magazine at least triple the
amount would be necessary.

Pause - £1500 i-D - £100 PR - £500
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Our target market likes to know that
they are contributing to buying into a
brand that seems agreeable to their
own morals, values and aspects of their
identity (Goodson, 2012), which is exactly
the type of messages that will compel our
chosen consumer to generate our desired
response. As previously mentioned, the VIV
consumer is globally aware. VIV is 100%
sustainable, which is a strong message
that will be communicated throughout
all the chosen platforms. Being conscious
will compel our target audience as
the sustainability of brands and their
acknowledgment of the importance
of transparency and corporate social
responsibility has become crucial
(Neilson, 2015). This awareness will
generate a positive and respectful
response from our consumers. Pushing
the core element of youth culture acts
as a metaphor for acceptance of a new
UK, for being outspoken and educated in
progressing on your individual path and
for being unapologetically youthful.
This is a powerful message, that has
been adopted tenfold. One in which
Vivienne Westwood grew an empire on
and the same compelling message, that
Millennials now will be able to connect
with and generate sincere hype about.
The sustainability message will have the
greatest impact during the Pop-Up shops
(15th September- 22nd September), as
VIV can really come to life and be able to
directly hold conversations with people
about the decisions that have been made,
i.e no plastic carrier bags. The second
self-message will be apparent in the
art installations and have the greatest
impact throughout the Snapchat takeover

on Tuesdays and Fridays also. This is
because VIV is taking the brand to a new
level in trusting others to be themselves
and represent VIV as they see fit with a
take-it-or-leave-it brief to follow.
Upon building VIV as a brand, the
promotional tools and types utilised
massively effect the vibe you as a
brand communicate and the costs of its
marketing. It is projected that in using
Public Relations heavily throughout
Social Media, Store Events and Magazines,
VIV’s promotional strategies will
total in cost effectiveness. However,
realistically £20,000 to complete VIV’s
entire promotional campaign in my
opinion, isn’t enough to execute it to the
standard it would deserve. With a mixture
of tools, the marketing campaign would
be successful in targeting the Millennial
consumer and generating the desired
hyped response. What we are proposing
for VIV, is staying true to the brand in
promoting staying true to yourself.
Being authentic and being aware,
Vivienne Westwood really flourished
when pioneering the punk, youth-culture
movement and is consistent in the fact
that she will be pioneering in bringing
back that British ‘unapologetically
me’ attitude to Millennials and to
streetwear.
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Cora Delaney 12.5k

Nat winter 17.2k
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Sandra Lambeck 522k

Anouska Anastasia 36.9k

Siobhan Bell 40.7k

FEMALE
INFLUENCERS

Lucas Puig 126k

Blondey McCoy 152k

Shamel Kendrick 16.6k

Elias Riadi 42.5k

Leo Mandella 46.1k

Terence Sambo 24.4k

Benji Colson 29.8k

MALE
INFLUENCERS
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Shaq Robinson 15.9k

Joanna Kutcher 1.1m

SNAPCHAT
INFLUENCERS

Reece King 563k

sales
forecast
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This section will contain the sales forecast sheet and a costing sheet for each product, as well as the quantities which we
would propose to order for the line ‘VIV.’.
In an ideal word the landing cost price would be different. Majority of the materials are coming from various countires
including south asia and also italy, so the price of shipping the products over would have to included. The transport of the
items from the factory to the warehouse would also have to be considered when proposing a new line. It is proposed that the
garments will all be made at a factory in the UK therefore the costing sheet isn’t realistic as rate of exchange and duty &
clearance haven’t been included.
sales forecast table

quantities
Realistically if ‘viv.’ was going
to be launched we would have
a higher quantity of products
to have online and instore,
this is due to the nature of the
pop up shop promotional tool.

PRODUCT SALES

product life cycle

INTRODUCTION

GROWTH

MATURITY

DECLINE
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We’re proposing that ‘VIV’ will be stocked in four
stores, all of which are in the UK. The stores we’ve
decided to sell our products in are: Manchester
(King Street), London (Flagship & World’s End) and
Glasgow (Buchanan Street). London is the most
populated city in the UK as well as being the capital
city of England, therefore this is our main stockist
of ‘VIV.’. World’s End is the first ever Vivienne
Westwood store so it would make sense for us to
stock the line there. (430 kings road, 2017). Glasgow
is the largest populated city in Scotland and the
third largest populated city in the UK, as we are
using a lot of Tartan it seems fitting to place in the
Scotland store on Buchanan Street. Manchester
is known as one of the major cities of the UK
therefore we would propose to sell our line in the
Manchester store on King Street (citymetric, 2017).
‘VIV.’ will also be sold online on the Vivienne
Westwood website. We’re proposing to sell
our diffusion label in-store and online for
twelve weeks which is the whole season.

primary research vivienne westwood store, london
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costing sheet - ‘conformity’ tee

costing sheet- ‘god save the queen’ tee
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costing sheet - 6 panel cap

costing sheet - ma1 bomber jacket

104

costing sheet - flight pants

costing sheet - ‘Anarchy in the UK’ Hoodie
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